
METROPOLIS DOWNTOWN, STREET, DAY.

LOBO goes right through a coffee shop wall and hits a taxi cab, bending it halfway. 
Slowly recovering, shakes his head and stands up.
Meanwhile, SUPERMAN walks through the recently created hole in the wall.

LOBO:
You can try all day, boy. But dead or alive, I’m gonna take you. 

SUPERMAN:
This is my home now. I’m going nowhere, bounty hunter.

They both start fighting over the streets of Metropolis.
From a window inside "The Daily Planet", JIMMY OLSEN watching SUPERMAN and 
LOBO fight, asks LOIS LANE:

JIMMY
So, this guy, who is he?

LOIS
He calls himself LOBO. He claims he was paid to take on SUPERMAN.

JIMMY
Like a hitman?

SUPERMAN throws LOBO into the air, crashing into "The Daily Planet" right next to 
JIMMY and LOIS. SUPERMAN flies after him, grabs him by the waist and takes him fly-
ing out of the building. LOIS and JIMMY contemplate astonished.
LOBO and SUPERMAN keep on fighting, this time in mid-air, landing on a bridge, where 
SUPERMAN finally defeats him wrapping the bridge’s suspension lines around LOBO.

LOBO
This isn't over, Kal-El. War is coming.

SUPERMAN
What did I ever do to you or your people?

LOBO
You still think this is personal? Look at them. The creatures you protect. They are territo-
rial. They fight over land. (Laughs) Stupid, isn't it? Well, who says they are the only 
ones? There's someone very interested in this land, too. And maybe you stopped me 
now. But you can't stop him.

SUPERMAN snaps off the bridge section where LOBO is trapped and flies with it across 
the sky, through the Earth's atmosphere and throws it opposite the sun, into the dark. 
LOBO laughs. Disappears into the darkness.
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SUPERMAN looks worried.

CLARK KENT arrives into "The Daily Planet" and catches up with the events from LOIS 
and JIMMY.

LOIS
Clark, where in God's name have you been? We needed you to report from the ground!

CLARK looks out the window into the mess.

JIMMY
Plus, you missed the greatest fight since Ali versus Foreman.

CLARK
Sounds interesting. Who won?

DEEP SPACE, INSIDE A STARSHIP.

DARKSEID pushes buttons on a command console, while, on a display, alien charac-
ters appear. Outside a window, on the left side, a distant planet Earth appears. DARK-
SEID again presses buttons and the Earth appears on screen. He smiles. The space-
ship turns left.

THE SKY OUTSIDE, DAYTIME.

SUPERMAN heads north to the Fortress of Solitude. Walks into it.
His father's voice speaks.

JOR-EL
Some creatures grow confused, Kal-El, like you are now. Only they intend to be good, 
but evil is so much easier to follow. 

SUPERMAN
Why? Why me? Why them?

JOR-EL
You are a beacon, my son. You will take light, where there's none. Hope, where eve-
ryhting's lost. You are the voice that will shatter the darkness and strengthen the weak.

SUPERMAN
But father, how? Most of them don't trust me. They don't trust what they don’t know.
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JOR-EL
In time, my son. Every fire starts with a single sparkle. In time, they will trust you. For 
even best intentions come with discourage. But know this, my son. You must never be-
come what you are trying to fight. Hope cannot be corrupted or impure. A true leader 
remains true to what he believes. Live to be what you are meant to be, my son.

SUPERMAN, reinforced, flies out the Fortress back into Metropolis.

JOR-EL (voice-off)
Remain true, my son. Don’t let the darkness surround you. Follow your heart. Believe.

DESERT OUTSIDE METROPOLIS, BASE CAMP ORACLE: MILITARY FACILITY, DAY.

Mayor Steve Trevor enters the base riding a Jeep. He goes inside the facility and sa-
lutes the personnel. 

MAYOR STEVE TREVOR
So, Sergeant, what’s the status?

SERGEANT HIVE
Sir, the project is OK go. We’re ready to go to Beta Phase.

MAYOR STEVE TREVOR
Any leak?

SERGEANT HIVE
Sir?

MAYOR STEVE TREVOR
I’m asking, Sergeant, if those nosy civilians from “Enterprises” have been snooping 
around.

SERGEANT HIVE
No, sir. They’ve seemed to forget about us.

MAYOR STEVE TREVOR
No, Sergeant, no. Trust me. They haven’t. They’re waiting for us to give the green light 
on this. This is bound to bring a new era in combat, Sergeant. Whoever has this tech-
nology... This new armor, son, will re-define the--

An explosion interrupts the event. Mercenaries gunfight with the soldiers. MAYOR 
TREVOR triggers the alarm and passes out.
LEX LUTHOR emerges from the smoke and takes a key from the MAYOR’s neck. 
Smiles.
Walks back into the smoke and disappears.
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Two trucks leave the facilities. LUTHOR is riding the passenger’s seat in one of them. 
A soldier still fires his gun at the trucks, trying to hit the wheels.
LUTHOR presses a button on a device in his hands and another explosion occurs, leav-
ing the soldier standing alone, with the military base in ashes behind him.

DAILY PLANET, PERRY WHITE’S OFFICE, DAY.

PERRY WHITE
Kent! Lane! Olsen!

CLARK KENT, LOIS LANE and JIMMY OLSEN get into WHITE’s office.

JIMMY OLSEN
What’s up, boss?

PERRY WHITE
I need you to go to Base Camp Oracle. Somebody stole some equipment. Lois, you’ll 
write, Clark, you ask around, Jimmy, you shoot, like usual. This is top priority. When you 
get there, your contact will be expecting you. Ask for Ms. Diana--

A mild earthquake disrupts the conversation. The earthquake’s intensity elevates. 
CLARK can’t turn into SUPERMAN within PERRY’s office. He tries to get out, but LOIS 
retains him, telling him to help around.
PERRY looks out the window and sees people screaming and falling on the street. A 
giant shadow lurks from above.
CLARK takes advantage of the confusion created by the shadow and runs into the of-
fice next to PERRY’s.
PERRY yells out:

PERRY WHITE
Kent! Kent! Come see this giant shadow! What you make of this? Kent!

SUPERMAN steps out from the office and replies to WHITE:

SUPERMAN
Sorry, Mr. White. I think Mr. Kent is hiding behind some rock. But don’t worry. I’ll look 
into that shadow.

PERRY WHITE
Superman!

LOIS LANE
Superman!

JIMMY OLSEN
Superman!
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A REPORTER standing in the background:

REPORTER
The shadow, please!

SUPERMAN smiling, flies out the window. He gets way up high into the sky and stops in 
front of DARKSEID’s spaceship.

The giant craft opens up before SUPERMAN, who flies right into it. He disappears in-
side the ship that apparently, swallows him.

INSIDE DARKSEID’S SPACESHIP

DARKSEID
Who are you?

SUPERMAN
I was about to ask the same question. Who are you and what are you doing here?

DARKSEID
My name is Uxas. But you can call me DARKSEID.

SUPERMAN
What is it that you want, DARKSEID.

DARKSEID
I believe you already know. Didn’t my emissary tell you? I come here to rule.

SUPERMAN
Rule? No. I cannot allow that. 

DARKSEID
Then, you rule them. 

SUPERMAN
No. These people are free. They are free to do whatever they please. Go wherever they 
want to. 

DARKSEID
I will rule them, creature. If you know what’s best form them and yourself, you won’t in-
terfere.

SUPERMAN stands up to DARKSEID, challenging him.
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SUPERMAN
I said “no”.

DARKSEID
As you wish.

DARKSEID fires the Omega power from his eyes, bending SUPERMAN and then, blast-
ing him away.
SUPERMAN, surprised by DARKSEID strength, fires his own heat vision, which 
bounces right off DARKSEID’s chest.

DARKSEID (laughing)
Inferior creature.

DARKSEID blasts again his Omega vision and makes SUPERMAN fly away through 
the air, while the spaceship opens up its front again, expelling SUPERMAN further 
away.
SUPERMAN falls, weakened from the attack and crashes into the ground, leaving a gi-
ant crater in the middle of the street.

DARKSEID lands his spaceship in Metropolis Central Plaza Park. Emerging from the 
spaceship’s inside, DARKSEID speaks.

DARKSEID
People of planet Earth. My name is DARKSEID. I have defeated your guardian. Surren-
der to me. I claim this planet in honor of Apokolips. I am your commander. 

The military and police arrive at Central Plaza Park and start shooting against DARK-
SEID, who using his Omega vision disintegrates them all.

The rest of the people who is nearby, gather around DARKSEID and kneel before him.

From the crowd, LEX LUTHOR emerges, slowly clapping his hands. DARKSEID, in-
trigued, is about to fire his Omega vision, but LUTHOR STOPS him.

LEX LUTHOR
Wait, my dear tall alien friend. Wait. I am not one of them. You should treat me like such.

DARKSEID
Who are you?

LEX LUTHOR
I, sir, am here to make you a deal.
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STREETS OF METROPOLIS, AFTER SUNSET.

SUPERMAN comes out of the crater, still weak from the combat. Flies into the sky. 
Higher and higher. Out of the atmosphere, into space. Flies next to the sun. Stops. 
Closes his eyes. Sees flashes of his life in Krypton. Jor-El. The End of Krypton. Him, as 
a baby, crossing the entire galaxy. His life on Earth. Lois. He opens his eyes and faster 
than a speeding bullet flies right back into Earth.

INSIDE DARKSEID SPACESHIP, NIGHT

DARKSEID
So, LUTHOR. What do you want in exchange for this... information?

LUTHOR (smiling)
I think you know what I want, sir.

DARKSEID smiles.

LUTHOR comes out of the spaceship carrying a heavy suitcase. Places it inside a vehi-
cle and starts the engine. He looks up to the sky and sees a very shining star. 

LEX LUTHOR
Just in time. Just in time.

LUTHOR drives away.

The star grows shinier and shinier. Changes its color from white, into blue, into red. 
Grows bigger.
It’s SUPERMAN.

He crashes into the spaceship, making a whole in it. As he enters, an energy trap closes 
up on him, surrounding him.

SUPERMAN fires his heat vision, but can’t escape. DARKSEID appears.

DARKSEID
So, you are who they call SUPERMAN. SUPERMAN. We are not so different you and I. 
Are we, Son of Krypton? I used to know Krypton. Apokolips, my home planet, is one of 
the most advanced in the Universe. We own technology beyond all knowledge. But it is 
also destroying itself. So... We decided we could have any other planet we wanted. We 
could rule the entire Universe if we wanted to. So we started with the closest planet.

SUPERMAN
No.
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DARKSEID
Krypton. A man called Jor-El stood before me. He fought for the lives of everyone in 
Krypton. I defeated him. A weak man must be destroyed. And so must his people. If we 
could not rule Krypton, nobody would.

SUPERMAN
No!

DARKSEID
I believe it was your father... and your home, wasn’t it... Kal-El?

SUPERMAN
NO!

SUPERMAN using his entire strength hits the trap with his fists while using his heat vi-
sion. Yelling, he hits harder and harder.

DARKSEID pushes a button on a console nearby and expels the trap from the space-
ship, making it go deeper and deeper into space.

SUPERMAN continues yelling and hitting the trap.
He pictures DARKSEID killing his father and destroying his home planet. His eyes in-
tensify in a deep crimson color. His heat vision turns the whole trap into a red bubble, 
ready to explode. His jaw tightens. Screams out loud with all his power.
All goes black.
Then, absolute silence.

KAL-EL stands, before his father, JOR-EL.

SUPERMAN
Father?

JOR-EL
My son. 

SUPERMAN
I-- I don’t understand.

JOR-EL
We don’t have much time, son.

SUPERMAN
Is it true? Did he--?
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JOR-EL
Kal-El. My only son. I tried to warn you about times like these. About people trying to 
corrupt your heart. To make you lose hope. To turn you into something you’re not. But 
your will must prevail. If you fail, what’s left for them?

SUPERMAN
But DARKSEID...

JOR-EL
There will always be someone like him, Kal-El. There will always be someone trying to 
turn you. Who will try everything to stop you. It is your choice to believe them or not. But 
you should always trust that voice inside you. That’s the reason I sent you to them. You 
have that power. You are not despair. You are not confusion. You are not darkness.

SUPERMAN
What am I, then, father?

In deep space, the trap remains, with SUPERMAN inside it, unconscious. And in his 
mind, he hears his father’s voice.

JOR-EL
You are hope, Kal-El. You are hope.

SUPERMAN opens his eyes. Takes up all his strength, his power, his will, his hope, and 
launches a strike of blue heat vision that enlarges the bubble trap and bursts it in a 
massive explosion. SUPERMAN flies out of that explosion and heads back to Earth.

He enters the Earth’s atmosphere as a blue-streak cutting through the air and landing 
on one knee and one hand in front of DARKSEID.

SUPERMAN raises his head and faces his enemy.

DARKSEID
Kal-El. 

SUPERMAN
You didn’t destroy Krypton. But I will destroy you.

SUPERMAN and DARKSEID fight within the spaceship, then, outside of it. In mid-air, 
taking the fight all the way into space. They embrace, and still fighting, crash back into 
Earth.

They keep on wrestling, with SUPERMAN alternating between his heat vision and his 
superhuman breath. DARKSEID responds with his Omega vision and incredible 
strength. 
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SUPERMAN finally takes an empty condemned building, ripping it from the ground, and 
throwing it to DARKSEID. He lays buried beneath it.

SUPERMAN, thinking he has defeated DARKSEID, looks up at the bright sun. Only a 
minute later, DARKSEID responds launching a massive crane machine to SUPERMAN 
who, single-handed catches it. Smiling, looks at DARKSEID.

SUPERMAN
You still don’t get it, do you?

DARKSEID
What exactly, creature?

SUPERMAN
You can’t defeat me. Not me. Not you.

DARKSEID
Nor can you, Kal-El. Nor can you.

DARKSEID laughs. SUPERMAN turns around and, with his super vision, watches a de-
vice on DARKSEID’s spaceship, resemblant of a chronometer, counting down in 
strange, alien characters.

SUPERMAN
What have you done, DARKSEID?

DARKSEID
A weak planet with a weak leader, deserves to be destroyed. (Laughs)

SUPERMAN takes DARKSEID, pushing him over, in flight, deep into his own spaceship, 
closing it up with heat vision, carrying it up, deep into space, towards the sun.

From the ground, LOIS LANE watches the scene.

LOIS LANE
Superman...

A bright light appears right next to the sun. It’s the blast from DARKSEID’s ship.

A few seconds later, a figure...

JIMMY OLSEN
Is that... Is that a plane?

LOIS smiles. SUPERMAN smiles right back, up from the sky.
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LEXCORP INDUSTRIES, INSIDE LEX LUTHOR’S LAB.

(Cuts of metal, a green substance oozing from cylinder-like containers with alien char-
acters on them, a giant wooden box split into half with the mold inside it)

LEX LUTHOR (Voice-off)
You gotta hand it to that DARKSEID guy. He really did know Kryptonite. Amazing.
So... you just have to put a little bit of Kryptonite within this armor and...
(laughing) Oh, SUPERMAN... 

LEX LUTHOR turns around wearing his warsuit.

LEX LUTHOR
The game is on.
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